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Voting Models for the Counil of Ministers of theEuropean UnionM.R. Feix �, D. Lepelley y, V. Merlin zand J.L. Rouet xAugust 23, 2004AbstratAn important question for the European Union is to know whether its institutionswill permit it to esape from politial deadloks eah time a question is at stake. Twostudies [1, 7℄ suggest, by using the Impartial Culture assumption to model the votingbehavior, that the EU ould only take a deision in 2% of the ases with its urrent votingmehanisms. The Impartial Culture model has been ritiized from a theoretial point ofview [5℄, a politial one [12℄ and does not �t with experimental data [10℄. The generalizedImpartial Anonymous Culture assumption we onsider in this paper is an improvement ofthis �rst model. We here study the probability of approval under this assumption, �rst forthe asymptoti ase (reahed when the number of ountries N goes to in�nity), and nextwith omputer enumerations and Monte Carlo simulations for the European Union with27 members. We onsider both the Treaty of Nie and some proposals for the EuropeanConstitution.JEL lassi�ation: D71 IntrodutionIn the last �ve years, a onsiderable body of researh on the hoie of the best voting rulesfor federal union have been inspired by the debates on the Treaty of Nie and the projets foran European Constitution. Without being exhaustive, we an mention the work by Baldwin,Berglof, Giavazzi and Widgren [1℄, Barber�a and Jakson [2℄, Bobay [4℄, Feix, Lepelley, Merlinand Rouet [5℄, Felsenthal and Mahover [7, 9℄, Laruelle and Widgren [11℄. All these ontribu-tions share a ommon organization: the authors propose a voting model, and then seek for thevoting rule or the onstitution that better �ts aording to some normative riteria.�SUBATECH, Eole des Mines de Nantes, La hanterie, 4 rue A Kastler, BP 20722, F-44307 Nantes edex3, FraneyCERESUR, Department of Eonomis, Universit�e de La R�eunion, 97715 Saint-Denis edex 9, FranezCREM and CNRS. MRSH bureau 230, Universit�e de Caen, Esplanade de la Paix, 14032 Caen edex, FranexLaboratoire de Math�ematique, Appliations et Physique Math�ematique -UMR6628, Universit�e d'Orl�eans,UFR des Sienes, F-45067 Orl�eans Cedex 2, Frane 1



Reently a welome and quite useful disussion between a high level politiian (Axel Moberg)and sientists (Dan Felsenthal and Moshe Mahover) has developed [12, 8℄. At the origin, thesienti� analysis of the Treaty of Nie [1, 8℄ laims that the need of 255 (or 258) votes (on atotal of 345) to approve a proposition will result in a serious deadlok at the ounil of min-isters with an a priori probability of approval of 2%. A. Moberg disagrees strongly, pointingout that the result ignores the \strong onsensual ulture of the EU". Who is right ? In fat,the sienti� analysis given in [1, 8℄ is only a part of the full story : it is based on the useof the Impartial Culture (IC hereafter) model, whih states that eah ountry hooses to vote`yes' or `no' independently with equal probability. In other words, eah ountry ips a fair ointo take a deision! But another model exists, whih is more subtle and less easy to ompute.This model, alled Impartial Anonymous Culture (IAC), asserts that all the distributions ofthe votes at the Union level are equally likely.1The aim of this study is to show that the use of a model related to the IAC one is able togive answers whih are loser to the reality of the European Union with 27 members (EU27hereafter) and, in some way, takes into aount the onsensual harater of the vote. By depart-ing from the ommon IC assumption, we obtain a theoretial probability of passing a motionthat turns out to be higher. Our result onerns not only the Treaty of Nie with its famous74.8% majority rule (one key vote), but also one of the deision shemes that have been sug-gested during the debates for the European Constitution (double key vote: a motion is passedif it is supported by more than 50% of the ountries gathering more than 50% of the population).The paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we present a generalized IAC model (GIAC) andwe briey disuss its adequation to the vote at the ounil. In setion 3, we give the theoretialprobability of approval in the asymptoti limit, i.e. when the number of ountries (denoted byN in what follows) goes to in�nity. Setion 4 heks the relevane of this asymptoti solutionfor EU27, by providing numerial simulations, and we present our onlusions in setion 5.2 The di�erent modelsWe onsider binary issue votes `yes' or `no' for the N states (elsewhere voters, MPs, et...) of afederal union. In the simplest IC model, eah vote is independent of the others and eah votersays `yes' or `no' with equal probability p = 1=2. IC has serious drawbaks. It desribes a votewhere either everybody is undeided (no exhange of points of view allowing the emergene ofa majority has taken plae) or the existene of two bloks of stritly equal importane. In bothases, the vote will be won by a margin going as N1=2. This explains the low probability ofapproval with a quota of 258/345 i.e. 74:8% in the Treaty of Nie deision sheme. The ideais onsequently to introdue a model where a probability p di�erent from 1/2 has emerged.Moreover, our knowledge of p is itself of a probabilisti nature, it is mathematially desribedby the funtion f(p) whih is the probability distribution of p. The emergene of a probabilityp di�erent from 1/2 seems rather natural in an assembly where ertainly long disussions,explanations, ompromises, pakage deals, et. . . preede eah vote (the \onsensual ulture" ofA. Moberg). Notie that, all these disussions are resumed in a p 6= 1=2 and that the subsequent1Notie that the widely used Banzhaf power index relies upon the IC probability assumption. For its part,the IAC model an be assoiated to the Shapley{Shubik power index. The link between the probability modelsand power indies was �rst emphasized by StraÆn [13℄ and Berg [3℄.2



votes are independent. Then the GIAC model is haraterized by a given f(p) with 0 � p � 1,f(p) � 0 and R 10 f(p)dp = 1. The funtion f(p) = 1 for all p gives the IAC model. With thismodel, the average number of votes for whih n voters of equal importane, on a total of N ,have voted `yes' reads CnN Z 10 pn (1� p)N�ndp = 1N + 1 : (1)All values of n (from 0 to N) have the same probability 1=(N + 1), onsequently, for the IACmodel, the probability to have n `yes' on a total of N voters is a at urve. It is also easilyproved that, if both n and N go to in�nity while the ratio n=N is kept onstant, the probabilitydistribution of n is to �rst order in =NFN(n) = 1N f( nN ): (2)This result is a diret onsequene of the possibility of interpreting a probability as a frequenywhen the number of random drawings goes to in�nity and would be trivial if we were notdealing with a double probability onept as mentioned above.Now let us suppose that eah of the N voters has one vote and that Q votes are neededfor an approval. Let q = Q=N . Then for the IAC model, the probability of approval is 1� q,independent of N . For q = :75, for example, the IAC model gives a 25% hane for an approval,while the omputation using the IC model gives 0:3% for N = 27 voters.3 The probability of approval in the asymptoti limitIn a more generalized ase, voter i has ai votes (or mandates); moreover, two kinds of mandateshave been proposed in the EU onstitution : eah voter has two mandates ai and bi, and his(her) vote (`yes' or `no') is used in two quali�ed majority games A and B, the respetive quotasbeing QA and QB. Notie that for eah player i, it is the same vote (`yes' or `no') whih is usedto ompute the number of mandates obtained respetively with keys A and B. The two quotasmust be reahed for �nal approval, eah one being related to a ertain type of legitimay. TheEU Constitution projet proposes for ountry i to take ai = 1 and bi equal to the populationof state i.In order to be able to perform analytial omputations, to see the role of f(p) and the inueneof the di�erent quotas, we suppose that N is large enough to use asymptoti alulations. Atthe end, we will ompare the obtained asymptoti results to numerial simulations and will seethat, as already stated in [6℄, EU27 an be fairly approximated by this limit at least for theone key vote (the details of the alulations are given in appendix).For the GIAC model, haraterized by f(p), the distribution funtion for x mandates in favorof approval in the single key ase readsFN(x) = 1Af(x=A); (3)while for the double key ase, we obtain 3



FN(x; y) = 1AB Æ( xA � yB ) f �p = xA = yB� ; (4)where Æ is the Dira distribution and x and y are the numbers of mandates in favor of approvalfor keys A and B respetively. Note that x and y are stritly orrelated ( xA = yB ). In formulae(3) and (4), A and B are de�ned byA = NXi=1 ai; B = NXi=1 bi: (5)For the IAC model (f(p) = 1) and a single key vote, equation (3) means a at density fromx = 0 to x = A. Still for the IAC model but for the double key vote, the points are loatedon the segment joining (x = 0; y = 0) and (x = A; y = B) with a uniform distribution on thissegment. In the approximation used to obtain (3) and (4), votes haraterized by p give pointsloated at x = pA and y = pB.Note that these results hold for N going to in�nity. It an be shown that the �rst orretion (Nlarge but not in�nite) provides a di�usion around these points in N�1=2. While this satteringslightly modi�es the atness of FN(x) for the one key vote, it transforms the segment of thetwo key vote into a long ellipse with a ratio long over small axes in N1=2. Coming bak to thesegment struture, we see that in the double key vote ase, with two unequal quotas, it is theone with the highest quota whih will set up the frequeny of `yes' votes. Also, we must pointout that equation (3) is a generalization of equation (2) obtained for a set of voters with onemandate eah (in that ase A = N). Notie also that integration of (4) respetively on y andx gives FN(x) = 1A f( xA); and FN(y) = 1B f( yB ); (6)in agreement with the results of the one key vote.Conerning the double key vote, it is worth notiing that, for any N (not neessarily going toin�nity) and for quotas equal to A=2 and B=2, the voting power of a state X (i.e. its probabilityof being pivotal) is given by P (X) = PA(X) + PB(X)2 (7)where PA(X) and PB(X) are the voting powers of X with (respetively) keys A and B. Thisresult is valid for IC, IAC and GIAC models when f(p) = f(1� p).To end this setion, a omparison with the results of the IC model is in order. The abovetreatment with f(p) = Æ(p�1=2) onentrates all the points at the entral point (x = A=2; y =B=2). This on�rms the quikly dereasing probability of approval when the quotas are notvery losed to 1=2. For the double key vote, with the IC model, the authors have arried theomputations of the next term to obtain the sattering around the entral point. The approvalprobability obtained analytially for the two relative quotas equal to 1=2 readsP = 1� artan(p1 + rp1� r ) (8)4



where r =PNi=1 aibi= hPNi=1 a2i PNi=1 b2i i1=2 is the orrelation fator between vote A and vote B.P varies from 1=4 (r = 0) to 1=2 (r = 1, obtained for bi = kai, in fat a single vote).4 Numerial simulationsIn this setion, the results of numerial simulations will be shown for the IAC ase. Beausewe want to reah the asymptoti limit whih supposes both an important number of eletionsand a large number of voters, Monte Carlo method should be used. Atually, it is not possible,when the number of voters is large, to enumerate, stok and ompute the 2N on�gurationsbeause of lak of memories and omputation time.In addition, the Monte Carlo tehnique will illustrate learly the double probabilisti haraterof the IAC model. This method onsists to make a random sampling among all the vote on�g-urations, but without taking all of them. Then the ontribution of all the samples are gathered.The method has two steps. First a probability p is hosen at random in the distribution fun-tion f(p). Seond a vote on�guration is hosen aordingly this probability p : for eah of theN voters, a random number is taken in a uniform distribution, if this number is lower than p,the voter gives its mandates (it is a `yes' vote) while he doesn't if the number is higher. Thisis in fat an aeptation-rejetion method and if the number of voters is large, the number of`yes' voters divided by N will tend toward p. This proess is repeated for a large number ofeletions with, at eah eletion, a hoie of a new p into f(p) and so on.Notie that the results of the IC model ould also be obtained by this tehnique. The proba-bility p of the N voters is then equal to 1=2 whih orresponds to f(p) = Æ(p� 1=2).First we give the obtained results for a large number of voters (N = 100) and M = 50000eletions, both for a single key and a double key vote using the Monte Carlo tehnique. Forthe single key ase, �gure 1 shows the histogram of the number of on�gurations, as a funtionof the related number of mandates. The mandates of the N states have been taken at randomin a uniform distribution between 1 and 5, then the sum has been normalized to 100. Thisnormalization does not hange the ratio 5 between the highest value of the mandates and thesmallest one. The histogram is at in agreement with equation (3) and the probability of ap-proval is very lose to (1� q).For the double key ase, �gure 2 gives the distribution of the M eletions performed in theplane (x; y), one point representing one eletion. For both keys, the mandates have been takenat random in a uniform distribution between 1 and 5, then the sum has been normalized to100. Beause all the points have the same weight, their density gives the value of FN(x; y) (seeequation (4)). As expeted, the points are roughly distributed on the segment delimited bythe two points (0; 0) and (A;B). In addition to this global behavior, the distribution shows aertain sattering. Consequently the results obtained in the asymptoti limit are reovered (atleast for N = 100 voters). We have heked that, for this ase, the probability of approval islosely given by 1� sup(QA; QB) as shown table 1. For example, for QA = QB = 70%, we get29:3% of approval and for QA = 50% and QB = 80%, we get 20:4%.For �gure 3 the numberof voters has been inreased up to N = 1000. We observed that the sattering of the points5



Key A14 17 19 22 2550% 48.66 40.15 30.34 20.53 10.5960% 40.08 39.11 30.34 20.53 10.59Key B 70% 30.42 30.42 29.40 20.53 10.5980% 20.49 20.49 20.49 19.58 10.5990% 10.55 10.55 10.55 10.55 9.92Table 1: Double key vote. Perentage of approval for the simulation presented �gure 1 as afuntion of the two quotas QA and QB.dereases as expeted.

Figure 1: One key vote. Distribution of theresults of the votes for N = 100 voters and50; 000 eletions using the Monte Carlo teh-nique. The mandates are hosen at randomin a ratio 1 to 5 and the sum is normalizedto 100.
Figure 2: Double key vote. Distribution ofthe results of the votes for N = 100 votersand 50; 000 eletions using the Monte Carlotehnique. The mandates are hosen at ran-dom in a ratio 1 to 5 and the sum is normal-ized to 100. Eah point represents an ele-tion.Now, the question is to know whether or not the asymptoti limit is a good approximation forthe EU272. It is here possible to enumerate the 227 vote on�gurations (taking are of theirdi�erent weights). For the single key ase, �gure 4 shows the histogram of the number of on�g-urations as a funtion of the related number of mandates, whih have been taken proportionalto the square root of the state populations. This hoie is in aordane with the priniple usedin the EU15 and onstitutes a good ompromise between the state legitimay and the itizenlegitimay (see [4℄). Again, the urve is rather at, at least for q between 0.2 and 0.8, indiating2Population data an be found in Moberg [12℄. 6



Figure 3: Double key vote. Distribution of the results of the votes for N = 1000 voters and50; 000 eletions using the Monte Carlo tehnique. The mandates are hosen at random in aratio 1 to 5 and the sum is normalized to 100. Eah point represents an eletion.Key A14 17 19 22 2550% 45.44 38.27 31.92 21.42 10.7160% 39.56 35.60 30.86 21.33 10.71Key B 70% 31.56 30.20 27.73 20.68 10.7180% 22.75 22.54 21.86 18.40 10.5590% 13.64 13.64 13.61 12.80 9.03Table 2: Double key vote. Perentage of approval for the EU27 as a funtion of the twoquotas QA and QB. The results have been obtained by omplete enumeration of all the voteon�gurations.that the asymptoti limit ould be used for this single key vote.For the double key ase, we turn bak to Monte Carlo simulations (although omplete enumer-ation is possible) beause eah point has the same weight. Then, it is easier to interpret �gure 5whih gives the distribution of 2,700 vote on�gurations in the plane (x; y) (one point representsone eletion). For key A, all the mandates are equal to 1 (state legitimay) while for key B, thenumber of mandates of a state is proportional to its population. The sum of the mandates ofkey B has been normalized to 100. Beause of the disrete nature of the key A mandates, thepoints are aligned on vertial lines distant of 1. The sattering of the points, not negligible, isompatible with the N�1=2 law as stated before. Neverthless the rule 1� sup(QA; QB) for theapproval is fairly satis�ed as shown by table 2.
7



Figure 4: One key vote. Distribution of theresults of the votes for the EU27. The man-dates are proportional to the square root ofthe populations of the states and the sum isnormalized to 100. Figure 5: Double key vote. Distribution ofthe results of the votes for the EU27. For keyA (x variable) all the mandates are equal to1, for key B (y variable) the mandates areproportional to the populations of the statesand the sum is normalized to 100.5 ConlusionExept if we take quotas losed to 1=2, IC and IAC (or GIAC) give results whih di�er by alarge fator. Can we deide whih model is the more appropriate ? The question is of greatimportane if we remember that the two main power indies (Banhzaf and Shapley{Shubik)are respetively based on IC and IAC models. In the �rst appliations of statistial models tovoting theory, like the studies omputing the Condoret e�et probability, it was often foundthat the two models were giving very similar results. It is with the study of more sophistiatedproblems (like the one we have here onsidered) that the fundamentals di�erenes between thetwo models beome apparent. In [5℄, the authors have ritiized the IC model whih desribesso tied eletions that they an be onsidered as not having ful�lled their role. In this paper, theGIAC model (with its arbitrary f(p)) was introdued and allows us to produe more sensibleresults. We have shown that the ritis of A. Moberg were direted against the IC model butan be easily answered through the use of the IAC model.Finally, it is of interest to mention a reent study by Gelman et alii [10℄ that gives �rst insightson the nature of the relevant probability models. The hief merit of this study is that it analyzesdata from Amerian and European eletions. It is shown that, for eletions with a large numberof voters N , the N1=2 sale for the di�erenes between two issues is not orret and must bereplaed by an N� sale 3. This on�rms that the searh for the adequate f(p) (whih must3Using statistial tehnique, the authors arrive at � = :9, but themselves insist that this value must be takenwith aution and that a N sale may be orret. 8



be reasonably stable from one eletion to the other) is of ruial importane. Of ourse, thisdi�erene between IAC and IC votes is muh less important when the number of voters is small.But, with 27 members, the proess of voting may beome more frequent and more important,then realisti models must be used. Analysis of the previous votes and \experimental votes"(to test new hypothesis) will be welome.Referenes[1℄ R. Baldwin, E. Berglof, F. Giavazzi and M. Widgren (2001), Nie Try: Should the Treatyof Nie be Rati�ed ? CEPR, London.[2℄ S. Barber�a. and M. Jakson (2004), On the Weights of Nations, working paper, Calteh.[3℄ S. Berg (1999), On Voting Power Indies and a Class of Probability Distributions, withAppliations to EU Data, Group Deision and Negotiation 8, pp 17-31.[4℄ F. Bobay (2001), La r�eforme du Conseil de l'Union Europ�eenne �a partir de la th�eorie desjeux, Revue Fran�aise d' �Eonomie 16, pp 3-58.[5℄ M.R. Feix, D. Lepelley, V.R. Merlin and J.L. Rouet (2004), The Probability of Conitsin a U.S. Presidential Type Eletion, Eonomi Theory 23, pp 227-257.[6℄ M.R. Feix, D. Lepelley, V.R. Merlin and J.L. Rouet (2004), On the Voting Power of anAlliane and the Subsequent Power of its Members, working paper.[7℄ D.S. Felsenthal and M. Mahover (2001), The Treaty of Nie and Quali�ed MajorityVoting, Soial Choie and Welfare 18, pp 431-465.[8℄ D.S. Felsenthal and M. Mahover (2004), The Nie Treaty and Voting Rules in theCounil: A Reply to Moberg, Journal of Common Market Studies 42, forthoming.[9℄ D.S. Felsenthal and M. Mahover (2004), An Analysis of QM Rules in the Draft Consti-tution for the Europe Proposed by the European Convention, 2003, Soial Choie andWelfare 23, pp 1-20.[10℄ A. Gelman, J.N. Katz, J. Bafumi (2003), Standard Voting Power Indexes Don't Work:an Empirial Analysis, British Journal of Politial Siene, forthoming.[11℄ A. Laruelle and M. Widgren (1998), Is the Alloation of Voting Power among the EUStates Fair ? Publi Choie 94, pp 317-339.[12℄ A. Moberg (2002), The Nie Treaty and Voting Rules in the Counil, Journal of CommonMarket Studies 40, pp 259-282.[13℄ P.D. StraÆn (1977), Homogeneity, Independene and Power Indies, Publi Choie 30,pp 107-118.
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AppendixWe provide in this appendix the details of the alulations leading to relations (3) and (4).We suppose that N is large enough to use asymptoti alulations.1. One key voteLet us suppose that after the i �rst votes, the number x of \yes" mandates has a repartitionFi(x). The next vote brings x at x + ai+1 (\yes" vote) with probability p and x stays at itsvalue (\no" vote) with probability q = 1� p. Consequently Fi+1(x) readsFi+1(x) = Z Fi(x� a)Pi+1(a)da (9)where Pi+1(a) is the probability that x inreases of a. HerePi+1(a) = p Æ(a� ai+1) + q Æ(a) (10)where Æ is the Dira distribution de�ned by the following propertiesZ 1�1 Æ(x� x0)f(x)dx = f(x0) ; Æ(�x) = 1j�jÆ(x)The distribution Æ(x) an be onsidered as the limit when � ! 0 of the Gaussian(2�)�1=2��1 exp(�x2=2�2)with � > 0.We reognize in equation (9) a onvolution produt whih is hanged into an ordinary produtusing a Fourier transform. Calling F̂i+1(k), F̂i(k) and P̂ (k) the Fourier transforms of Fi+1(x),Fi(x) and P (x) respetively, equation (10) readsP̂i+1(k) = p exp(ikai+1) + q; (11)while the Fourier transform of the �nal FN (x; p) readsF̂N (k; p) = NYi=1 (p exp(ikai) + q) : (12)The inverse Fourier transform gives the expression of FN (x; p) :FN(x; p) = 12� Z 1�1 NYi=1 (p exp(ikai) + q) exp(�ikx)dk: (13)Notie that equation (13) is an exat formula valid for any N and desribes exatly the 2Npossible on�gurations assoiated to the N votes. In the asymptoti limit, the term given byequation (12) only ontributes to the integral (13) around k = 0. In this operation, we breakthe true nature of FN (x; p) whih is a sum of 2N Dira and turn FN (x; p) into a ontinuum.Consequently to obtain the asymptoti solution, we expand this term to �rst order in k :p exp(ikai) + q = p(1 + i kai) + q = 1 + i p kai: (14)10



Taking the logarithm to ompute the produt we getF̂N(k; p) = exp(ikp NXi=1 ai): (15)Calling A =PNi=1 ai, FN(x; p) readsFN (x; p) = Æ(x� pA): (16)But equation (16) is again a quite understandable result. It states that after N votes withprobability p of \yes", the number of mandates obtained is pA.Taking into aount in equation (14) the k2 terms would bring a di�usion around this value.The average displaement varies as A (i.e. as N) when the ignored di�usion has a sale of pA(i.e. varies as N�1=2). The last step is the p integration withFN(x) = Z 10 f(p) Æ(x� pA)dp = 1Af(x=A): (17)Equation (17) is stritly idential to (2) where all voters have the same number of mandates(one, for example). We simply have to replae N by A. In all ases, keeping only the leadingterm of the expansion, the distribution of x=A reprodues the distribution f(p) whih hara-terizes the GIAC.2. Double key voteFor the double key vote, the omputation is quite similar to the preeding one. The probabilityPi+1(a; b) that voter i + 1 moves the sore (x; y) to (x+ a; y + b) isPi+1(a; b) = p Æ(a� ai+1) Æ(b� bi+1) + q Æ(a) Æ(b) (18)with, as usual, q = 1� p. The double Fourier transform of equation (18) readsP̂i+1(k; l) = p exp(i k ai+1 + i l bi+1) + q (19)and the double Fourier transform F̂N(k; l; p) of FN (x; y; p) isF̂N (k; l; p) = NYi=1 [p exp (i(k ai + l bi)) + q℄ : (20)Again equation (20) is an exat formula. Now to ompute its Fourier transform, we expand upto �rst order in k and l and obtain in this approximationF̂N (k; l; p) = exp ip(k NXi=1 ai + l NXi=1 bi)! ; (21)whih is a straightforward generalization of equation (15). Introduing A =PNi=1 ai and B =PNi=1 bi, taking the inverse Fourier transform, we get for these votes haraterized by pFN(x; y; p) = Æ(x� pA) Æ(y � pB) (22)11



whih is a generalization of equation (16). For the last step, the p integration, we use therelation Z 1�1 Æ(p� �) Æ(p� �) f(p)dp = Æ(�� �) f(�)where � = � = �. FinallyFN(x; y) = 1AB Æ( xA � yB ) f �p = xA = yB� : (23)
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